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A BSTRACT
Traditional robotics simulators are inflexible and limited in what they can
represent and simulate. Data-driven, or learned simulators, seem a promising
way forward. However, modeling real world physical systems is challenging and
progress in this space remains limited. In this work we introduce boxLCD, a
simplified testbed for developing ideas and algorithms around learned robotics
simulators and their usage. We provide results on a set of sample environments,
both for learning predictive physics models and for using those models as
simulators to train reinforcement learning agents to achieve simple goals. The
open source project with example code, training scripts, and videos, can be found
at: github.com/matwilso/boxLCD.
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I NTRODUCTION

Simulators are used universally in robotics to develop and debug code which is then run in the physical world. This enables quicker iteration cycles and helps mitigate robot and environment damage,
among other things. More recently, simulators have also been used as a source of data for training
deep learning vision models and policies that then operate in the real world (Sadeghi & Levine,
2017; Tobin et al., 2017; James et al., 2017; Wilson & Hermans, 2019; Chebotar et al., 2019; OpenAI et al., 2020). Sim2real learning provides several advantages over real world training in speed,
safety, and environment read + write access. However, the final performance of sim2real relies on
both the accuracy of the simulator and the ability to transfer knowledge across whatever reality gap
remains. Absent major progress in transfer learning, improving the accuracy of simulators is of crucial importance to the future of sim2real—and perhaps robotics more generally. After all, the closer
that simulators approximate the real world, the more effectively developers can validate systems and
ensure desired behavior in real world deployment.
Despite the promise of simulation, traditional robotics simulators remain inflexible and limited in
what they can accurately represent and simulate. Users must arduously specify the many details of
the environment they would like to simulate—a haphazard process that often requires substantial
manual calibration effort (Tan et al., 2018; OpenAI et al., 2020) and still leads to a crude approximation. Furthermore, current simulators are often incapable of simulating the relevant physics, no

Figure 1: boxLCD sample environment. Left: standard RGB frame of a scene. Right: low-resolution
and binarized frame of the same scene, reminscent of a primitive Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) view.
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matter how the parameters are set. Current simulators do not represent processes like melting and
shattering, or strange materials like fire, paint, light switches, and microwaves, for example, and it
would require painstaking domain-specific effort to add support for these in the current paradigm.
Data-driven, or learned simulation, seem a promising way forward in developing more accurate and
usable systems. Traditional simulators already rely on data—just indirectly. Humans observe the
world, develop understandings, distill these into equations, and program the equations into computer software. The bottleneck arises in the human understanding and ingenuity required to drive
this feedback loop. Learned simulation can help shortcut this by directly consuming data, optimizing models to fit the data with gradient descent, and directly producing accurate, flexible, and
differentiable physics software for debugging, evaluating, and training robotic policies.
To date, there has been some work on learning parts of simulators from real world data and using
them for training. Hwangbo et al. (2019) and Lee et al. (2020) learned a model of a series elastic
actuator on the Anymal Robot and used this in the simulator loop for sim2real. Others have worked
on hybrid learned differentiable simulators (Heiden et al., 2020), or cloning traditional simulator
using graph neural networks to enable planning (Sanchez-Gonzalez et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019).
The scope of these systems, however, remains limited.
Developing a fully learned simulator from real world data represents a massive undertaking and
research effort. Our philosophy in this work is that it is best to start small, build up strong intuitions,
and gradually increase the difficulty of the challenges as progress is made—while always remaining
focused on the final goal of systems that work in the real world. This motivates the idea of boxLCD,
which aims to provide a close analogue to the real world problems of learning a robotics simulator,
while remaining extremely tractable to work on. In this paper, we describe the design decisions
behind boxLCD, and we provide sample environments and experimental results for learning models
of these environments and using those models as learned simulators for reinforcement learning.

2
2.1

BOX LCD

D ESIGN C HOICES

E MULATING REAL WORLD CHALLENGES

boxLCD aims to serve as a testbed that accurately captures the challenge of building learned robotics
simulators. It is thus built to satisfy several requirements:
Physics-based and actuator-based. The real world has consistent physics, with forces like gravity
and friction. Robots do not move magically; they must coordinate their many actuators to move their
bodies in specific ways. Movements like “forward” and “backward” are not primitives; they are built
from joint movements. This is reflected in the testbed through the use of the box2D physics engine
and the design of the robots and environments.
Pixel-based. Humans and robots primarily sense the real world through vision (pixels). boxLCD
is largely focused around pixel-based sensing and predicting physics by predicting future video.
Multi-modal. Robots have sensors like joint encoders and inertial measurement units (IMUs) that
provide complementary information to vision. boxLCD provides support for proprioceptive information and other modalities.
Partially observable. Sensors do not tell the full story of the world. Robots constantly have to
make estimates of the underlying state that they are observing evidence of. boxLCD supports this
by providing only proprioception and low-res images, not direct observations of the environment.
Interfaceable. A desirable property of future learned simulators is that they be easy to interface
with, for example by letting a user specify scenes by providing structured and unstructured information like meshes, natural language, and video frames. The baseline models we train (Section 3.2)
demonstrate the ability to take in and complete a video prompt, but it is interesting future work to
experiment with other modalities and description formats as well.
2.2

R EMAINING TRACTABLE

At the same time, boxLCD aims to remain computationally tractable and easy to work with:
2D physics. box2D deals with things like contacts, friction, gravity, but it is much simpler and
lower-dimensional than the real world or 3D simulators like Mujoco and Bullet.
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(a) Tier 0 Envs: Passive Objects

(b) Tier 1 Envs: Simple Robot and Manipulation

Figure 2: boxLCD environments we evaluate on, in both full resolution color and basic LCD rendering. Left to right: Dropbox, Bounce, Bounce2, Object2, Urchin, Luxo, UrchinCube, LuxoCube.
Low-resolution rendering. boxLCD enables support for both color and high-dimensional image
frames, but the sample environments use at most a 16x32 = 512 sized binary images (smaller than
MNIST 28x28 = 784). This greatly reduces the computational cost to process the image data, for
example eliminating the need to model complex textures and other high-frequency image details. (It
does however lead to ambiguities in object pose that can make prediction and control more difficult.)
Procedurally generated and customizable. boxLCD enables users to create custom new scenarios and generate as much data as they need. The programmability of these environments also makes
it easy to evaluate RL policies in different settings (as shown in Section 3.3).
2.3

R ELATED WORK

While other benchmarks provide some similar features, we are not aware of any work with the same
goals as boxLCD, nor ones that simultaneously satisfies the same criteria. For example, PHYRE
(Bakhtin et al., 2019) and Simulated Billiards (Qi et al., 2021) use simple 2D physics systems, but
focus on the much simpler case of taking only a single action at the start of the episode. Other
environments are either 3D and much more complex to model and/or do not simulate physics or
robots (Young & Tian, 2019; Xia et al., 2018; Savva et al., 2019; Beattie et al., 2016).

3

E XPERIMENTS

To demonstrate what is possible with boxLCD, we present results on learning models (Section 3.2)
and using those models as learned simulators for RL (Section 3.3). We describe the environments, our models, RL approaches, and results below. Code to reproduce this can be found at:
github.com/matwilso/boxLCD.
3.1

S AMPLE ENVIRONMENTS

We provide a few sample environments, ranging from fairly trivial to moderately challenging. These
environments deal progressively with: passive object and environment interactions, robot actuation
and action-conditioning, and finally robot+object interactions. We provide still frame images in
Figure 2, and descriptions for each env below with indications of (EP LEN x HEIGHT x WIDTH):
• Dropbox (25x16x16): A large box with random initial XY coordinates and angle.
• Bounce (50x16x16): A ball with higher restitution (bounciness) than the box, which tends
to bounce a few times before coming to rest.
• Bounce2 (50x16x16): Two balls from Bounce; induces multi-object interactions.
• Object2 (50x16x16): Two random objects (ball or box); requires remembering identities.
• Urchin (100x16x32): A symmetric robot with 3 actuated limbs. More challening; requires
conditioning on actions at every time-step, and enables body goals.
• Luxo (100x16x32): Like Urchin, but a lamp-shaped robot with 3 actuated limbs.
• UrchinCube (150x16x24): Urchin in an environment with a cube; induces interactions
between a joint-actuated robot and a passive object and enables manipulation goals.
• LuxoCube (150x16x24): Like UrchinCube but with Luxo.
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SSIM
PSNR
COS*
FVD*

Dropbox
RSSM FIT
0.878 0.953
44.26 69.29
0.121 0.052
22.55 2.14

Bounce
RSSM FIT
0.906 0.980
59.23 88.44
0.092 0.022
19.75 0.39

Bounce2
RSSM FIT
0.762 0.856
25.93 51.57
0.255 0.171
35.26 3.76

Object2
RSSM FIT
0.645 0.710
14.28 21.24
0.457 0.382
33.49 28.35

Urchin
RSSM FBT
0.715 0.741
13.32 14.00
0.265 0.261
0.91 0.81

Luxo
RSSM FBT
0.647 0.675
11.69 12.31
0.309 0.379
1.52 77.37

UrchinCube
RSSM FBT
0.621 0.651
11.31 11.90
0.326 0.321
1.45 1.58

LuxoCube
RSSM FBT
0.530 0.566
9.778 10.33
0.370 0.431
2.21 102.4

Table 1: Quantitative comparison of prompted model predictions on envs. Bold denotes best the
model with best metric value on that environment.The Transformer models tend to perform the best
on the passive environments and the Urchin environments, while the RSSM tends to perform better
on the Luxo environments. FVD* (based on (Unterthiner et al., 2019)) and COS* (based on (Zhang
et al., 2018)) are metrics based on learned autoencoder features trained for each env. COS stands for
cosine distance between base simulator and learned simulator predictions in a feature space.
3.2

M ODEL L EARNING

We compare performance on learning to predict future frames using two models: an RSSM from
Dreamer v1 Hafner et al. (2020a) and a custom autoregressive Transformer approach. We choose
RSSMs as they are a recent state of the art model for dealing with images and stochasticity in
predictions. And we choose to use Transformers because they have been shown to be powerful
and scalable in sequence prediction and multi-modal generative modeling tasks (Brown et al., 2020;
Ramesh et al., 2021; Henighan et al., 2020), of which physics simulation is an example.
Details. We transcribed the RSSM from TensorFlow to PyTorch and modified it to take in and
predict proprioceptive information. The autoregressive Transformer is a custom design, with twovariants: Flat Image Transformer (FIT) and Flat Binary Transformer (FBT). FIT just flattens the
image at each time step and uses that as the token for the Transformer. To train our model, we feed
those flat image tokens in; the model produces independent Bernoulli distributions for each pixel in
the frame; and we optimize these distributions to match the ground truth (Loss = −log p(x)). To
sample the model, we prompt it with the beginning 1-3 frames of the episode, and have it predict
the rest autoregressively. FBT is similar, but pre-trains an autoencoder to embed both image and
proprioception into a latent binary space, and it uses this latent binary space as tokens instead. FIT
is a naive approach to demonstrate the tractability of boxLCD, while FBT is more likely to scale
to higher dimensional color image spaces. We make no claims about the advantage of this type of
approach, but we find they are simple, train relatively quickly, and tend to work well.
Results. We train models on datasets on 100k rollouts, with a test set of 10k rollouts. We evaluate RSSM on all environment, and evaluate FIT on the environments without proprioceptive data.
Results are shown in Table 1. Example predictions are show in Figure 3 and the Appendix. Video
samples and more details on how COS* and FVD* are computed can be found in the repo.
These results demonstrate the tractability of boxLCD, but also the challenges it provides. Simple
boxLCD tasks like Bounce and Dropbox can be solved with very little compute using a naive approach. And while some progress can be made on the multi-object and robot-object tasks, the losses

Figure 3: Frame-by-frame video predictions from the RSSM model on the Dropbox environment
(top), and FBT model on the Luxo environment (bottom).
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(a) Urchin BodyGoalEnv

(b) Luxo BodyGoalEnv

Figure 4: Results for BodyGoal tasks. Initial states are in black, goals are in red. Rewards are proportional to the current distance to the goal and episodes terminate after T steps or when the agent
reaches the goal within some tolerance . We train agents in both the “real simulator” and the learned
simulator. Episode return is reported for the environment used to train in (i.e., for learned simulator,
rewards are computed based on predicted state). Success rate is reported on the real environment.
The training curves are noisy, so the * values represent evaluating at convergence with N=1000. We
find that the learned simulator policy transfers nearly perfectly to the real simulator.

and sample quality remain poorer. The model has a bit of trouble with object permanence and retaining the identity of objects when they are subject to change, showing plenty of room for improvement
with more sophisticated methods, for example using stronger spatial and relational inductive biases
((Battaglia et al., 2018)) to deal with the symmetry in the Urchin robot or the multi-object settings.
3.3

R EINFORCEMENT L EARNING I NSIDE THE L EARNED S IMULATOR

Finally, the best indicator of model usefulness is whether it can be used to learn to solve tasks. By
default, boxLCD does not provide rewards, but it is designed around the standard Gym Environment
interface (Brockman et al., 2016) and so supports wrapping environments with a reward definition.
We have implemented “BodyGoals” and “CubeGoals”, where the objective is to reach a proprioceptive or object location goal state. Reward is given proportional to distance to the goal and episodes
are terminated after T steps, or when reaching the goal within a certain threshold.
We demonstrate how our predictive models of Urchin and Luxo can be used as learned simulators to
solve BodyGoals using PPO (Schulman et al., 2017). We train agents in both the learned simulator
and the real simulator, and find that agents trained in the learned simulator can perform nearly as well
when evaluated in the real simulator (see results in Figure 4). For these tests, all agents operate on
proprio state information, not images. Agent training takes from 40 minutes to about 3 hours, with
learned simulation taking about 50% longer (without any optimization effort, e.g., by keeping data
on GPU it could likely be sped up). We note that the CubeGoal environments are more challenging,
as they require complex body coordination for these robots to move the object, and we have only
solved UrchinCube so far using full state information about the object location.

4

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

boxLCD aims to serve as a testbed for learning robotics simulators. Ultimately, the goal is to learn
models in the real world that end up helping us solve real world problems. We believe it is still early
days for video prediction, generative modeling, and learned simulation, and that this testbed will
help provide greater traction on these problems.
boxLCD is still in active development. The current sample environments are useful for developing
learned simulator models and evaluating them on simple RL tasks. But in the future, we plan to add
more complex environments and agents, additional modalities, and other features to emulate what
will be necessary in developing real world learned simulators.
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M ORE MODEL SAMPLES
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Figure 5: Extra Tier 0 environment model predictions from the RSSM model.

Figure 6: Extra Tier 1 environment model predictions from the FBT model.
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